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to take up time-no credit will accrue from this. Not infrequently
the examiner hands across the table a specimen, photograph, or
data for comment. It is a good principle to describe the exhibit
and then, if possible, what it represents. At the end of the
interview always leave graciously, however disagreeable it may
have been, as this leaves a good impression and in borderline
circumstances may be influential.
A last word about distinction vivas. These are a battle of wits

and knowledge between an above-average examinee and the

examiner. The questions are certain to stretch the candidate's
knowledge to the utmost but for that reason may be quite
enjoyable for both. The process of determining the extent of
your knowledge may be long or short, so the length of time
taken on the procedure is of little importance.

Eventually this series will be collected into a book and hence no reprints
will be available from the authors.

Modern Epidemic

Road accidents- seat belts and the safe car

BY A SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT

British Medical3Journal, 1978, 2, 1695-1698

One evening last spring a girl and her father set off in the car to
buy fish and chips-an unambitious drive, but they pulled up
sharply to avoid a dog. Although they were doing only about 15
mph (24 kph), the child's head went through the windscreen
because she was not wearing a seat belt. She received serious
lacerations on her face. The London casualty department she
attended had seen three cases in the previous year where the
victim had lost one or both eyes in similar circumstances.

Seat belts

Seat belts often seem unnecessary while driving slowly,
especially for short journeys in towns. But well over half of all
car injuries occur in accidents in built-up areas,' and there are
no safe speeds. Yet publicity campaigns have been least success-
ful over town driving, when only about a quarter of the front-
seat occupants wear seat belts. Without legislation the proportion
of wearers cannot be expected to rise far beyond this. Even last
April, just after a publicity campaign, there were only a few
per cent more wearers-32-40' in the country as a whole for
drivers and 35.4°h for front-seat passengers, with 470o for
drivers on motorways (women and the 25-44 year age group have
better than average rates).' But some, though not all, of the 23
countries with legislation have achieved wearing rates of 80-900,,
or even more.'
The last Bill to make seat-belt wearing compulsory in the

whole of Britain (the third to be introduced) was narrowly
defeated in the House of Lords on 26 April 1977 after an often
emotional debate.4 Argument was waged on the acceptability of
seat belts, problems of enforcement, and-most prominently-
the issue of compulsion versus personal freedom. One speaker
went so far as to say, "Away with statistics," and many bandied
about sentiments such as "Liberty is more important than life."
The main crux, however, was the belief that seat belts could be
the cause of injury and even death (a commonly held view)-
and therefore people should not be compelled to use them but
should be free to make up their own minds. A recent survey
showed drivers to be 3:2 against compulsion, though 900,,
thought that seat belts were effective.5 The facts must be given

the widest publicity to change the climate of opinion if the next
Bill, which the Government has now promised, is to fare better
than its predecessors.
Meanwhile with every year that passes some 600 people die

and over 11 000 receive serious injury unnecessarily; this
minimum estimate, based on the 1977 casualty figures, assumes
a 90%/' belt-wearing rate, with a net decrease in deaths of 24%,
and in serious injuries of 36%./ Many surveys probably under-
estimate the effectiveness of seat belts, since some of those who
escape injury altogether are not included in the calculations. On
the other hand, people who have accidents, especially if they
have high blood alcohol concentrations, and those driving at
night are least likely to be wearing belts.6 7

Car seat belts were first suggested by C L Straith in the
United States in the 1930s, and the effects of the various devices
are by now massively documented. They are primarily designed
to prevent injuries resulting from frontal collisions, which cause
60% or more of all injuries8 9-more if near-frontal impacts are
included. On impact the car comes to a standstill in perhaps a
tenth of a second, but an unbelted occupant continues to move
forward at about the previous speed of the car until he is
abruptly stopped by the windscreen or other part of the car-or,
worse, is ejected from it. The belted occupant is saved from
ejection and can also decelerate more gradually; thus his body is
subjected to much lower and more evenly distributed forces. In
practice, because it holds the occupant in his seat, the safety
belt may be valuable also in other types of accidents, including
overturning.

CAN SEAT BELTS BE A DISADVANTAGE ?

Belted occupants are rarely killed except in higher-speed
accidents; a given severity of injury needs an average speed 12
mph (19 kph) greater if the occupant is belted than if he is
unbelted.6 For some accidents, however, seat belts might be less
effective, particularly for certain side impacts and some of the
severest crashes when the passenger compartment is crushed.
But do they sometimes make things worse?

Fears of being trapped in a burning car are often mentioned,
but fire occurs in less than 0-5° of accidents, mostly very
severe ones in which the victims are more likely to be alive and
conscious and to escape before the fire starts if they are wearing
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a belt. Much the same is true of being submerged in water.9
Simply being trapped by a belt is said to be rare; since head
injury is much less likely, again the victim can usually free
himself. Some people talk of the virtues of being thrown clear,
but it is unusual good fortune to fall on to a grassy bank and
occupants are more likely to be thrown to their death. In a
recently published British survey by Hobbs over a quarter of the
occupants who had been ejected were killed, and this represented
nearly half of all the deaths in his study 9-the findings of which
are consistent with those of many others.

In this study Hobbs looked out for cases in which wearing a
seat belt may have been a disadvantage, but concluded that
although such cases could be imagined they must be rare as
none of his sample of 2879 occupants would have fared better
without a belt. Mere anecdotes about people who would have
been killed had they been wearing a seat belt in fact tend to be
mischievous because such judgments can be made reliably only
by an engineer. A few exceptions would not invalidate the case
for seat belts any more than efficient brakes (as a speaker in the
House of Lords debate pointed out) are dangerous because they
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occasionally cause skidding accidents. Injuries are caused
occasionally by the seat belt itself, but the usual conclusion is
that without a belt the victim would have been killed or more
seriously injured.'0

INJURIES IN SEAT-BELT WEARERS

What of these seat-belt injuries ? Both lap and diagonal belts,
when used separately, are more likely to cause injury than the
now usual combined ("three-point") type, being more apt to
cause intestinal and other injuries and also (in the case of the
diagonal belt) spinal and rib injuries.10 With the three-point
belt, injury usually results from a lap strap lying over the
abdomen instead of the hips11; apart from problems of design
and mounting, we need more publicity about how to adjust seat
belts. Otherwise, direct seat-belt "loading" produces minor
injuries, as the load is more evenly spread than if the occupant
had crashed into the steering wheel, for example. 9

If preventable why not prevented?

As every pedestrian knows, vehicles
passing traffic lights at red-often at
considerable speed-are a common
hazard of crossing the road. In the
London area some 1500 injury
accidents a year are caused by this
irresponsibility. This photograph
shows vehicles shooting the lights
in both directions. The vehicle that
fails to stop short of the crossing
area is no less of a menace: the
pedestrian is then forced to share the
road perilously with crossing traffic
that is at first dangerously masked
by the offending vehicle.

Everyone who uses pelican crossings
is familiar with another harassment,
caused by drivers who start to move
the moment the signal changes to
flashing amber while pedestrians are
still crossing on their "flashing green
man" signal. A two-second exten-
sion of the driver's red signal (which
will need legislation) has been
proposed. But this will help only
a little so long as drivers interpret
the flashing amber that follows as
"Start to move" rather than "Wait
unless the road is clear." Would
flashing red make the point better?
And at crossings much used by old
and infirm people surely the pedest-
rian's time could be extended.
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Many investigators have looked for signs of serious head and
neck injury caused by excessive deceleration of the head when
the trunk is restrained, but have found only injuries produced
by impact with the car interior.9 12 13 The conclusion from
surveys is that seat belts significantly reduce all but minor
injuries. In eight studies on the effectiveness of the three-point
belt the estimated reductions in serious injury range from 450,,
to 7001, the most serious injuries, particularly to the head,
probably being most reduced.3 A recent report from Victoria,
Australia, the first place to introduce mandatory seat-belt
wearing, estimates that there were over 400( fewer deaths in
wearers.'4 There were only about half the cases of skull injuries
and brain damage; the one type of injury more common in
wearers was cervical "whiplash"-which could be prevented by
good head restraints.

OUTSTANDING PROBLEMS

Better seat belts-Why do so many people dislike putting on
their seat belts? Inconvenience and discomfort are common
reasons that need to be taken seriously; inertia reel belts are
more readily worn than static belts,2 but they may also be more
prone to faults.'2 Static belts on the other hand are often worn
too slack. It is most important that the belt should be easy to
adjust to the correct position (the newer one-handed variety is an
improvement) and to adjust to different sizes and shapes of
wearer.

Rear-seat belts-About a quarter of car occupants sit in the rear
seats. Some 20% of casualties and 15%( of those fatally injured
in cars, taxis, and light vans are rear-seat passengers. Un-
restrained rear-seat passengers are a danger not only to them-
selves but also to those in front-there is ample evidence that
they can cause injuries and even death by the impact of their
own bodies and of the seats they fall against.12 15 (The same is
true of luggage and other heavy objects in the rear.) The first
step is for rear-seat belts to be fitted as a legal requirement in
new cars; anchorages for them will be mandatory in Britain for
new cars from October 1979.

Children-In a Swedish survey of children killed in car
accidents three toddlers were found to have been killed while
sitting in the laps of unbelted adults, all of whom were barely
injured-the children probably absorbed the impact.16 The
Melbourne conference at which this was reported recommended
that children should be restrained by an adult seat belt rather
than left unrestrained since fears of "submarining" and neck
injuries seemed to be unjustified. Some, however, would question
this. But another Swedish study showed that children had no
more injuries, or more serious ones, than adults and did benefit
from the belts.1" Nevertheless, special restraint systems are
needed for young children and babies18; and there is good
evidence that carry-cots, safety chairs, and harnesses do reduce
injury.19 Young children were to have been exempt in the
proposed British seat-belt legislation, but other countries are
beginning to remove such exemptions. Meanwhile, children are
being exposed to unnecessary danger at the front of the car:
should they not be prohibited by law from sitting there, as they
are in some Continental countries ? At the least we should direct
more publicity specifically at parents.
Exemptions-One objection often heard in the argument about

seat-belt legislation is the difficulty of providing for medical
exemptions. This has not, however, proved a stumbling block
elsewhere. In Sweden there were a little over 1300 exemptions
in the first 21 months of the Act and few difficulties in practice.2
Most were because of deformity or immobility, obesity, colos-
tomy, heart disease (including pacemakers), or psychiatric
problems (largely claustrophobia). Some experts consider that
with belts allowing for more adjustment we could almost
eliminate exemptions. Even direct injury to an ileostomy from
the lap strap of a seat belt during a serious accident may well be
the lesser of two evils-in a case reported recently it was
satisfactorily repaired and the man suffered no other important

injury when his car rolled down an embankment.2' Seat-belt
phobia was accepted in a judgment on damages last year as a
valid reason for not wearing a seat belt, and the judge did not
therefore make the now customary reduction of damages; but
mere dislike of belts or a conviction that they are hazardous
would not be accepted.2'

ENFORCEMENT

Would enforcing a seat-belt law be an unacceptable burden
for the police in Britain and would it be inadequately enforced ?
Some countries have gradually brought their rates of seat-belt
wearing to around 80-90% or more with moderate police
activity; in Australia (despite its traditional opposition to law
enforcement) and Sweden in particular the law has been virtually
self-enforcing, and Australians who objected to the principle are
said to have been won over by the efficacy of the measure. In
certain countries, however, rates have fallen off; renewed
campaigns and a favourable climate of opinion seem to be
important. In West Germany wearing rates fell after the fine
was dropped-this appeared to devalue the law." In Britain, as
Grime points out,3 the rates are higher than they were before
legislation was introduced in other countries.

PASSIVE RESTRAINT

"Passive" restraints will be mandatory on all cars in the
United States from September 1983. The main passive device is
the air bag, which automatically inflates when an impact occurs
to form a cushion in front of the occupant. For frontal collisions
they can be highly effective; but they help little for rear and side
collisions or if there are multiple impacts or the vehicle rolls over
-and they do not stop occupants being thrown out.24 They are
also more apt to go wrong than are seat belts. Statistically,
however, air bags, universally fitted, have been calculated to be
as effective as seat belts if no more than 78% of the population
wear belts.'4 Completely automatic seat belts, operated by
closing the door, might be a better solution, and passive systems
have been evaluated by the Transport and Road Research
Laboratory.

The car as a safety package

The car must be viewed as a total "package" for the occupant,
as Mackay has pointed out,25 since different safety and design
features interact. The uncertainty about legislation is making
things particularly difficult for manufacturers as the criteria for
a safe passenger compartment differs for belted and unbelted
occupants.
Many "passive" safety devices are now I ilt into new cars.

One of the simplest but most effective is the anti-burst lock (a
requirement in the United States since 1956 but in Britain only
since 1972), which does much to prevent occupants from being
thrown out in a crash. Other devices are less effective.'6 Head
rests may be useless or even cause injury, especially the clip-on
type or ones that are adjusted too low; some designs also can be
dangerous for those sitting behind. Collapsable steering wheels
and columns are designed to protect the driver's chest and
possibly head, but again in the real world of accidents do not
always have this effect; these and other safety devices need to be
included in the dynamic tests of restraint systems.
The problem of how to make the unsurvivable crash survivable

remains. Any part of the interior may strike the occupants, and
a wider use of energy-absorbing materials, including for side
windows, is desirable. But we also need better knowledge of the
mechanics of collisions and the biomechanics of injury to guide
design. Collisions between vehicles of different sizes are a
particular problem. Solutions will not come quickly; in Britain,
however, most crashes would be survivable with mandatory seat-
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belt wearing. How long will we postpone what Mackay has
called the most important public health legislation of the
century ?

I am grateful to the following for helpful discussion and comment:
Dr H Baderman, accident and emergency department, University
College Hospital, London; Mr K B Barnes, Society of Motor
Manufacturers and Traders Ltd; British Standards Institution, Test
House, Hemel Hempstead; Dr J P Bull, MRC Industrial Injuries and
Bums Unit, Birmingham Accident Hospital; Mr G Grime, consulting
engineer; Dr J D J Havard, British Medical Association; Mr C A
Hobbs, Transport and Road Research Laboratory; Dr G M Mackay,
accident research unit, University of Birmingham; Lord Porritt; and
the Department of Transport.
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MATERIA NON MEDICA

Foreign fields

A six-week break from clinical studies this summer allowed me to
fulfil a longstanding ambition-to see the battlefields and memorials
of the western front. Bank managers smile benignly on nearly qualified
medical students; mine gave me the freedom essential for the journey
in the form of a loan for a second-hand motor-bicycle. The following
week found me chugging across Northern France in the wake of a
friend who came provided he could later show me the dales of his
native Yorkshire. I wondered what would remain after 60 years,
besides war cemeteries.
Near Ypres the Commonwealth War Graves Commission's green

signs pointed in every direction, often half a dozen on a single post.
Apart from the Menin Gate, there was little evidence in Ypres itself
ofthe three battles fought for the town. Themovinglast-postceremony,
performed every evening since the war, was witnessed only by a crowd
of old women and a few self-conscious veterans saluting with fierce
pride. We, being young, felt we were intruding.
The largest of the 40 war cemeteries around Ypres is Tyne Cot

near Passchendaele, containing 8000 graves and a memorial to 35 000
missing. We visited it on a glorious Sunday morning and looked out
from the ridge across fertile fields. It was difficult to imagine in their
place a sea of mud and shell holes-in 10 days of July 1917 almost
five tons of shells per yard of the front fell here.

I found on the Fribourg-Amiens memorial in Arras, as promised
by the War Graves Commission, the name of my grand uncle, 2nd
Lieutenant P Leo McGrane, who survived just three days at the front
near the town in April 1917. His family had never known where he
had died.

Driving down to the Somme, we found ourselves on a kind of
pilgrimage. We felt we couldn't pass any cemetery without stopping
to read its history and signing the visitors' book. Most had been visited
within the week. Comments in one book included those of a dis-
respectful punk rocker, followed by a retired brigadier who was
justifiably irate. He wrote at length on the ways of the ungrateful
world-we were at one with him.
The most impressive sight of the journey was the massive red-brick

monument at Thiepval, dedicated "To the Missing of the Somme."
We saw it with the sun setting through its high arch inscribed with
tens of thousands of names, all ranks given equal prominence-their
sacrifice being equal.
Verdun was overwhelming. Miles of rolling green hills, still

dangerous, are dominated by the shattered forts of Vaux and
Douaumont. The Ossuaire near Douaumont, a bunker-shaped
mausoleum with a bell tower like a huge shell, contains the bones of
130 000 men. Windows into the vaults expose piles of femurs and
skulls on mounds of fragments and smaller bones. Lacking the quiet
dignity of the British memorials, it screamed at us.-MARK j TOWERS
(medical student, Dublin).

Stone curlews

I stopped the alarm before it rang, slipped into a sweater, slacks, and
shoes. Half an hour before dawn I had backed the car off the road
over the downs into a farm track.
Some time later the policeman's voice woke me with a courteous

"Excuse me, sir, but may I ask what you are doing here ?" His head
was framed in my half-opened window; his companion kept watch
from their patrol car a few yards away. Instantly awake, as is the habit
of our profession, I nearly said "listening for Burhinus oedichemus"
but thought the better of it. Dawn had broken now and the rolling
downland stretched out before us. My reply was to reach across to the
tape recorder and press the play button. From the machine came the
call of the stone curlew; I liked to think that one answered from the
downs. The constable accepted my invitation to occupy the passenger
seat while I explained my presence here.

I told him how 30 years ago the stone curlew was a common
breeding bird on the South Downs and that in some autumns I had
seen flocks of 80 to 100 birds in this very hollow before us, gathering
before their migratory flight. Now only one or two pairs breed, the
reason for their decline being a little uncertain. As they are birds that
are most active at dusk and dawn and often respond to a recorded call
of their own species, also being difficult to see, this was an easy if
perhaps a lazy method of locating them. This year the local bird
society was making an attempt to assess their numbers on the South
Downs-hence my presence. I think the policeman believed me; he
checked my identity with my driving licence, wished me luck, joined
his companion, had a short conversation with him, then drove off
with a wave of his hand. I often wonder what they put in the report
book.
The stone curlews remained undisturbed. My eggs and bacon tasted

jolly good.-j STAFFORD (general practitioner, Shoreham, Sussex).
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